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The normative system of biomedical The normative system of biomedical 
research:research:

From a science ethics point of view From a science ethics point of view 
medical research may be defined as medical research may be defined as 
systematic and socially organised:systematic and socially organised:
(a) search for,(a) search for,
(b) acquisition of, and(b) acquisition of, and
(c) use or application of medical (c) use or application of medical 
knowledge and insight brought forth knowledge and insight brought forth 
by acts and activities involved in (a) by acts and activities involved in (a) 
and (b). and (b). 



First First observationobservation::
The great advantage of an The great advantage of an actionaction--
theoretic modeltheoretic model of science is that it of science is that it 
makes visible the complex matrix of makes visible the complex matrix of 
norms and values that are involved in norms and values that are involved in 
doing research. These norms and doing research. These norms and 
values fall into three different groups:values fall into three different groups:

internal norms, internal norms, 
external norms and external norms and 
linkagelinkage--norms.norms.



SecondSecond observationobservation::
Another advantage of an Another advantage of an actionaction--theoretic theoretic 
modelmodel of science is that it makes clear that of science is that it makes clear that 
scientific and technological research is a scientific and technological research is a 
result of result of coco--production production and and coco--evolution evolution 
between different stakeholders between different stakeholders 

within the scientific and technological within the scientific and technological 
communities, as well ascommunities, as well as

between stakeholders in the scientific between stakeholders in the scientific 
communities and stakeholders in society at communities and stakeholders in society at 
large. large. 



Possible forms of abusive Possible forms of abusive planning planning 
and and 

searchsearch for healthfor health--related data and related data and 
knowledge:knowledge:



First First observationobservation::

As to the question whether there exist As to the question whether there exist 
forms of search or planning of research that forms of search or planning of research that 
deserve the label of deserve the label of ‘‘abusive searchabusive search’’, the , the 
norm of  norm of  freedom of inquiryfreedom of inquiry favours a favours a 
negative answer, in the sense that any negative answer, in the sense that any 
prohibition in this early stage of planning prohibition in this early stage of planning 
and design of a research project seems and design of a research project seems 
unjustifiable. A tendency therefore, is to unjustifiable. A tendency therefore, is to 
relegate the issue of relegate the issue of forbidden knowledgeforbidden knowledge
to the second phase of research, i.e. to the to the second phase of research, i.e. to the 
acquisition phase of scientific inquiry.acquisition phase of scientific inquiry.



SecondSecond observationobservation::

The monstrous inequity in the world The monstrous inequity in the world 
with respect to whowith respect to who’’s diseases are s diseases are 
favoured in ongoing or planned favoured in ongoing or planned 
research programmes hints, however, research programmes hints, however, 
at the need for a different answer: at the need for a different answer: 



««In 1996, ... it was estimated that approximately 56 In 1996, ... it was estimated that approximately 56 
billion US Dollars was being spent annually on medical billion US Dollars was being spent annually on medical 
research and that at least 90% of this sum was devoted research and that at least 90% of this sum was devoted 
to the health needs of the richest 10% of the worldto the health needs of the richest 10% of the world’’s s 
population. Therefore, the needs of 90% of the worldpopulation. Therefore, the needs of 90% of the world’’s s 
population have to be met from 10% of research population have to be met from 10% of research 
funding. Infectious diseases, such as malaria, are funding. Infectious diseases, such as malaria, are 
responsible for more than half of the premature deaths responsible for more than half of the premature deaths 
among the poorest 20% of the world's population but among the poorest 20% of the world's population but 
only 7% of deaths among the richest 20%, who are only 7% of deaths among the richest 20%, who are 
more likely to suffer from conditions such as more likely to suffer from conditions such as cerebrocerebro--
vascular disease and vascular disease and ischaemicischaemic heart diseaseheart disease»» (British Medical (British Medical 
Association, Association, ‘‘Research and Experimentation on HumansResearch and Experimentation on Humans’’, , The Medical Profession & Human The Medical Profession & Human 
Rights. Handbook for a changing agendaRights. Handbook for a changing agenda, 2001, p. 228)., 2001, p. 228).



ThirdThird observationobservation::

In WHOIn WHO’’s report on s report on Macroeconomics Macroeconomics 
and Health: Investing in Health for and Health: Investing in Health for 
Economic DevelopmentEconomic Development, this problem , this problem 
is dealt with in considerable detail, is dealt with in considerable detail, 
and a and a researchresearch strategy intended to strategy intended to 
reduce the gross inequity with respect reduce the gross inequity with respect 
to health and economic development to health and economic development 
is also proposed: is also proposed: 



The underlying argument permeating the report is that The underlying argument permeating the report is that 
investment in health and essential health services in investment in health and essential health services in 
poor countries and in countries with low levels of poor countries and in countries with low levels of 
income will not only reduce the disease burden in these income will not only reduce the disease burden in these 
countries, it will also generate economic growth and countries, it will also generate economic growth and 
human flourishing. In turn, economic development will human flourishing. In turn, economic development will 
enable these countries to cope better themselves with enable these countries to cope better themselves with 
their health problems. Such a their health problems. Such a ««global strategy for global strategy for 
healthhealth»» will, however, not be possible without a global will, however, not be possible without a global 
medical science policy and research strategy that takes medical science policy and research strategy that takes 
into account the particular research needs of these into account the particular research needs of these 

countriescountries (World Health Organisation, Report of the Commission on (World Health Organisation, Report of the Commission on 
Macroeconomics and Health, Geneva 2001).Macroeconomics and Health, Geneva 2001).



FourthFourth observationobservation::
Four such research needs are identified in Four such research needs are identified in 
the report:the report:

««operational research at the local leveloperational research at the local level»»
to learn to learn ««what actually works, and why or what actually works, and why or 
why notwhy not»»;;

««a significant scaling up of financing for a significant scaling up of financing for 
global R&D on the heavy disease burdens global R&D on the heavy disease burdens 
of the poorof the poor»», such as HIV/AIDS, malaria, , such as HIV/AIDS, malaria, 
tuberculosis, childhood infectious diseases tuberculosis, childhood infectious diseases 
and micronutrient and micronutrient deficiencesdeficiences;;

««reproductive healthreproductive health»», including research , including research 
to block to block perinatalperinatal transmission of HIV; andtransmission of HIV; and

epidemiological research. epidemiological research. 



FifthFifth observationobservation::

If these arguments prove to be valid, then it If these arguments prove to be valid, then it 
seems reasonable to draw the conclusion seems reasonable to draw the conclusion 
that countries not willing to contribute to that countries not willing to contribute to 
this global research strategy for health and this global research strategy for health and 
economic development should be held economic development should be held 
accountable for lending support to gross accountable for lending support to gross 
human rights violations in the name of human rights violations in the name of 
biomedical and healthbiomedical and health--related research. related research. 



On On sharingsharing ofof benefitsbenefits::

””BenefitsBenefits resultingresulting from from anyany
scientificscientific researchresearch and and itsits applicationsapplications
shouldshould be be sharedshared withwith societysociety as a as a 
wholewhole and and withinwithin thethe internationalinternational
communitycommunity, , in in particularparticular withwith
developingdeveloping countriescountries”” ((ArticleArticle 15, para 1, 15, para 1, 
’’SharingSharing ofof benefitsbenefits’’, Universal , Universal DeclarationDeclaration ofof
BioethicsBioethics and Human Rights, 2005, and Human Rights, 2005, emphasisemphasis
mine).  mine).  



First First implicationimplication::

Even Even whenwhen biomedicalbiomedical researchresearch is is 
conductedconducted in in developeddeveloped countriescountries thethe
MemberMember States States ofof UNESCO have UNESCO have 
committedcommitted themselvesthemselves to to shareshare thethe
benefitbenefit ofof thisthis researchresearch, , in in particularparticular
withwith developingdeveloping countriescountries..



SecondSecond implicationimplication::

For a global strategy for health to become For a global strategy for health to become 
true it is not sufficient to develop a global true it is not sufficient to develop a global 
medical science policy and research medical science policy and research 
strategy that takes into account the strategy that takes into account the 
particular research needs of these countries. particular research needs of these countries. 
What is needed in addition is the What is needed in addition is the 
development of national research policies development of national research policies 
in the richer part of the world that include in the richer part of the world that include 
sustainable plans for how the sustainable plans for how the benefitsbenefits
resultingresulting from from nationalnational researchresearch programs programs 
maymay be be sharedshared withwith developingdeveloping countriescountries. . 



HowHow couldcould developeddeveloped countriescountries assistassist
in in thethe coco--evolutionevolution ofof a fair and global a fair and global 

policy policy onon scientificscientific literacyliteracy and and 
benefitbenefit--sharingsharing??



First tentative First tentative answeranswer::

By By focusingfocusing thethe attentionattention onon waysways ofof
involvinginvolving stakeholders from stakeholders from 
developingdeveloping countriescountries in in thethe design, design, 
conductconduct and and evaluationevaluation ofof nationalnational
researchresearch programs:programs:

academicacademic stakeholdersstakeholders
membersmembers ofof National National BioethicsBioethics

CommitteesCommittees
policymakerspolicymakers



SecondSecond tentative tentative answeranswer::

By By givinggiving prioritypriority to to nationalnational
researchresearch programs programs thatthat aimaim at forms at forms 
ofof benefitbenefit alsoalso transferabletransferable to to 
developingdeveloping countriescountries.   .   



ThirdThird tentative tentative answeranswer::

By By givinggiving prioritypriority to to nationalnational
researchresearch programs programs thatthat aimaim at at 

investigatinginvestigating thethe rolerole and risks and risks ofof
respectrespect for for culturalcultural diversitydiversity and and 

pluralismpluralism in in thethe design, design, conductconduct and and 
evaluationevaluation ofof nationalnational researchresearch

programs.programs.



ConcludingConcluding observationsobservations and and remarksremarks::



First First remarkremark::
An underlying argument throughout this An underlying argument throughout this 
presentation has been that there is a need presentation has been that there is a need 
for some sort of international instrument or for some sort of international instrument or 
forum to bring evidence to the global forum to bring evidence to the global 
community about the gross inequity in the community about the gross inequity in the 
world with respect to whoworld with respect to who’’s diseases are s diseases are 
favoured in ongoing or planned research favoured in ongoing or planned research 
programmes and with the responsibility to programmes and with the responsibility to 
develop a medical science policy and develop a medical science policy and 
research strategies aimed at meeting the research strategies aimed at meeting the 
particular research needs of poor and lowparticular research needs of poor and low--
income countries. income countries. 



SecondSecond remarkremark::

Such a forum could also serve as an Such a forum could also serve as an 
instrument to monitor oninstrument to monitor on--going going 
research to safeguard communities research to safeguard communities 
and populations in those countries and populations in those countries 
from being exploited in the name of from being exploited in the name of 
biomedical research and medical biomedical research and medical 
treatment. treatment. 



ThirdThird remarkremark::

Personally, I believe a forum aimed at Personally, I believe a forum aimed at 
uncovering the political and structural uncovering the political and structural 
deficiencies generating inequities in deficiencies generating inequities in 
the world with respect to health the world with respect to health 
related research and treatment would related research and treatment would 
be more needed than an international be more needed than an international 
tribunal aimed at targeting human tribunal aimed at targeting human 
rights violations committed by rights violations committed by 
individual researchers. individual researchers. 



FourthFourth remarkremark::

For such a forum to be able to function in a For such a forum to be able to function in a 
propro--active way close collaboration with active way close collaboration with 
national healthnational health--authorities as well as with authorities as well as with 
international bodies such as the UN, international bodies such as the UN, 
UNESCO, WHO and the World Bank UNESCO, WHO and the World Bank 
would be important. would be important. 



FifthFifth remarkremark::

In the WHO report on In the WHO report on 
Macroeconomics and HealthMacroeconomics and Health two two 
proposals are put forward that seem proposals are put forward that seem 
to prefigure the idea of creating such to prefigure the idea of creating such 
a forum. For a first, the establishment a forum. For a first, the establishment 
of of National Commissions on National Commissions on 
Macroeconomics and Health Macroeconomics and Health in in 
developing countries, with the developing countries, with the 
tasks of:tasks of:



The The taskstasks::

assessing assessing ««national health prioritiesnational health priorities»»;;
proposing strategies for the proposing strategies for the ««coverage of coverage of 
essential health servicesessential health services»»; as well as; as well as
preparing preparing ««an epidemiological baseline, an epidemiological baseline, 
quantified operational targets, and  a mediumquantified operational targets, and  a medium--
term financing planterm financing plan»»..



For a second, the creation of a Global For a second, the creation of a Global 
Health Research Fund (GHRF) to Health Research Fund (GHRF) to 
««...support basic and applied biomedical ...support basic and applied biomedical 
and health sciences research on the health and health sciences research on the health 
problems affecting the worldproblems affecting the world’’s poor and on s poor and on 
the health systems and policies needed to the health systems and policies needed to 
address themaddress them»»..



Last Last remarkremark::
An endorsement of those proposals by the An endorsement of those proposals by the 
international political community and international political community and 
commitment on the part of those countries commitment on the part of those countries 
capable of contributing resources to such a capable of contributing resources to such a 
research fund would be powerful signals to research fund would be powerful signals to 
the world of biomedical and healththe world of biomedical and health--related related 
research that human rights matter. The research that human rights matter. The 
creation of a creation of a Global forum of inequities in Global forum of inequities in 
health related researchhealth related research could make this could make this 
message come true.message come true.


